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Abstract 
R&&z, G.E., A list-oriented extension of the lambda-calculus satisfying the Church-Rosser the- 
orem, Theoretical Computer Science 93 (1992) 75-89. 
A list-oriented extension of the type-free lambda-calculus is considered where lists have a unique 
applicative property. This property is related to the combining form of construction in Backus’s 
functional programming system called FP. We express this property in our system by two extra 
reduction rules, which we call y-rules. Our extension helps reducing the gap between type-free 
lambda-calculus and high-level functional languages. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the 
consistency of this extended lambda-calculus by showing that it satisfies the Church-Rosser 
theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Lists are ubiquitous in mathematics as well as in computer programming. Forming 
a sequence of similar things is, in fact, one of the most fundamental operations in 
mathematics. List structures, however, are seldom studied as primitive objects in 
mathematics, although they are always present at least in the meta-language (cf. the 
numbered clauses of a definition, or the subsequent steps of a proof, etc.). Instead, they 
are represented by more elementary (i.e. “unstructured”) objects via some encoding 
scheme. So, for example, a nonempty finite list of positive integers, [ vl, v2, . . . , vk], can 
be represented by a unique positive integer p;* py...p;k, where pi is the ith prime 
number. (This encoding scheme itself is based on a particular list.) 
Such an encoding scheme may be helpful for proving general theorems but, because 
of the complexity of the computations involved, it is not necessarily useful for practical 
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purposes. A more direct representation of list structures together with their basic 
operations is, indeed, very important for practical applications. 
It is interesting to note, however, that lists are regarded only as data structures in 
most programming languages. LISP is an exception where the programs themselves 
are structured as nested lists. This has been a significant step toward a uniform 
treatment of programs and data in a basically functional style framework. Modern 
functional languages, however, with the exception of the FP system developed by 
John Backus [l], seem to have abandoned this interesting idea. 
At the same time, lambda-calculus is usually recognized as “the” mathematical 
foundation of functional languages. Yet the question of how to implement list 
manipulation in lambda-calculus has been considered mainly from a purely theoret- 
ical point of view. As a matter of fact, it is relatively easy to find an “encoding scheme” 
to represent arbitrary lists of lambda-expressions by single ones. Also, we can find 
appropriate lambda-expressions to implement the standard list-manipulating oper- 
ators relative to this encoding scheme. But, a direct representation of those list- 
structures is often preferable to even the nicest encoding scheme. 
In an earlier paper, we suggested a direct extension of the lambda-notation to 
include explicit lists, and developed a type-free calculus for such lists [3]. This calculus 
is quite simple and obviously more general than the polymorphic typing of lists used 
in Miranda [S] and in some other languages. Moreover, our list structures have 
a “unique applicative property”, which is closely related to the defining property of the 
combining form of construction introduced by John Backus in his FP [l]. This 
property does not exist in either the standard lambda-calculus or any other functional 
language. By the way, the combining form (or combinator) of construction would be 
more natural in a higher-order nonstrict language (such as Miranda) than it is in FP, 
which is first-order and strict. 
The main contribution of this paper is to show that our extended lambda-calculus 
with this unique applicative property of lists satisfies the Church-Rosser property. 
This has been stated without proof in [3] and also at the end of Appendix A in [4], but 
no formal proof has been published yet. 
In the next section we describe our extended lambda-notation and adjust the basic 
definitions regarding the notion of reduction (see [2, Ch. 3]), to our system. In Section 
3 we discuss the applicative property of lists expressed by our y-rules while in Section 
4 we present a detailed proof of the Church-Rosser theorem for our system. Finally, in 
Section 5 we discuss some further extensions via certain S-rules which would bring our 
calculus even closer to practical functional languages. 
2. Lambda-calculus with explicit lists 
We define the set of R-expressions, A, by the following syntax: 
(;l-expression) : := (variable) 1 (constant) I (abstraction) 
1 (application) 1 (list), 
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(abstraction) : := 2. (variable). (L-expression), 
(application) : := ((A-expression)) (i-expression), 
(list) : := [(%-expression) (list-tail) 1 [I, 
(list-tail) : := , (>*-expression) (list-tail) I]. 
Variables and constants are treated here as atoms, so we are not concerned with their 
representational details. Note, however, that we use parentheses around the operator 
rather than the operand of an application. Thus, we shall write (f)x, instead of f(x), 
to denote the application of a function f to argument x. Also, the Currying of 
functions is always made explicit in our notation. 
Definition 2.1. The set of free variables occurring in a /l-expression E, denoted by 
(cp)E, is defined inductively as follows: 
(cp)c = { } if c is a constant, 
(q)x = {x} for any variable x, 
(q)Ax.P=(cp)P--{x} for any FE/~, 
(cp)(P)Q=(cp)Pu(cp)Q for any p, QE~ 
(V)CE,> ...> E,]=(cp)E,u...u(~)Elt for any E,,...,&A. 
Two i-expressions M and N are identical, in symbols M = N, iff M is an exact 
(symbol-by-symbol) copy of N. On the other hand, the notation M = N normally 
represents P-equality which is defined via P-reduction. We can define an equality 
relation for any notion of reduction as it is done in [2, Ch. 31. But first we have to 
extend some of the basic definitions for arbitrarily nested lists. Clearly, the notion of 
a subexpression (cf. Definition 2.4 below) has already been extended by our syntax. 
Furthermore, the operation of substitution can be defined naturally componentwise for 
lists as follows. 
Definition 2.2. The substitution of Q for the free occurrences of x in E, in symbols 
(Q/x} E, is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) {Qlxb=Q, 
(2) { Q/x} y = y if y is a constant or a variable other than x, 
(3) {Q/x}i.x.P= ix.P for any PEA, 
(4) (Qlx}~~y.p~E-~.{QlxjP if x+(cp)p or Y~(v)Q, 
(5) {Q/x)iy.P=l.z.{Q/x}(z/y)P if x+cp)P and y~(cp)Q, 
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where z is the first variable that is neither free nor bound in (P)Q, 
(6) (QI~)(P,)Pz-((QIxJP~)(QI~}Pz, 
(7) {Qlx}CE,,...,E,I-C{QIx}E,,...,(QIx}E,I for n>O. 
Then, the notion of P-reduction can be defined by the usual p-rule: 
0) (~x.P)Q+{Qlxjf'. 
Now, we can apply the following definitions from [2, Ch. 33 to our /i. 
Definition 2.3. A notion of reduction on n is just a binary relation on /i. 
If e is a notion of reduction on /1, then the infix notation MQN is equivalent to 
(M, N)EQ. If MQ N then M is called an e-redex and N is its contractum. Clearly, if el 
and ez are notions of reduction then so is their union ei u e2. 
Definition 2.4. A binary relation + on /1 is said to be compatible (with the syntactic 
operations) iff M-+N implies P-Q whenever M is a subexpression of P and Q is 
obtained from P by replacing (rewriting) an occurrence of M in P by N. 
Definition 2.5. (i) A reduction relation on il is a binary relation that is compatible, 
reflexive, and transitive. (ii) An equality relation on n is a compatible equivalence 
relation. 
Definition 2.6. Let e be a notion of reduction on /1. Then e induces the following 
binary relations: 
+e, called one step reduction, which is the compatible closure of e, 
*c, called @-reduction, which is the reflexive, transitive closure of +c, 
=e, called @equality, which is the equivalence relation generated by =c. 
Lemma 2.7. The relations +e, *e and =e are all compatible. Therefore, *Q is 
a reduction relation, and =e is an equality relation. 
Proof. For je this is immediate. For ae and =e it can be shown by induction on the 
definition of these relations. 0 
Definition 2.8. Let -+ be a binary relation on ,4. Then + satisfies the diamond 
property if, for all T, U, VEA with T+ U and T-+ V, there exists some WE~ such that 
U+ W and V+ W. 
Definition 2.9. A notion of reduction e is Church-Rosser iff -Q satisfies the diamond 
property. 
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Definition 2.10. Let -+1 and + be two binary relations on A. Then -+1 and +2 
commute if, for all T, U, VEA with T -*ICI and T-+2 V, there exists some WEA such 
that U +2 Wand V-+I W. 
Note that a binary relation satisfies the diamond property iff it commutes with 
itself. For any binary relation --+ we shall denote its rejexive closure by +=, and its 
reflexive, transitive closure by +*. We shall need the following two lemmas from 
[2, Ch. 31. 
Lemma 2.11 (Hindley-Rosen). Let +1 and +2 be two binary relations on A. If both 
+1 and +2 satisfy the diamond property and they commute with one another then 
( +1 v +2)* also satisfies the diamond property. 
Proof. By a simple diagram chase. 0 






I I -T 
= 
‘1 
Then -7 and -1 commute. 
Proof. By a simple diagram chase. Cl 
Finally, we add a diagrammatic lemma of our own, which happens to be very useful 
for a decomposition of certain proofs. 
Lemma 2.13. Let +I, -+2 and +3 be three binary relations on A. If -+1 commutes with 
both +2 and -+ then it also commutes with ( +2 u -Q)*. 
Proof. By a simple diagram chase. 0 
Remark. Let Q, g, and z be three notions of reduction on A. Suppose that aQ 
commutes with both ‘>a and =>r. Then by Lemma 2.13 it also commutes with 
(*0u *r)*r which is the same as =s~“~. Thus, the fact that =s-~ commutes with aOUT 
can be shown “componentwise”. Now, if both ae and =s~“~ satisfy the diamond 
property then by Lemma 2.11 so does +euovr (even if neither a0 nor jr nor =-Quo 
nor =>Qur does). 
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3. The applicative property of lists 
Observe the fact that the substitution operation need not be defined directly as 





if y is a constant or a variable other than x. 
(p4) (Ax.Ay.P)Q-Az.(;lx.(Ay.P)z)Q ifx+y and z is neitherfree nor bound 
in (WQ, 
(P5) (;~x.(P~)P,)Q-((~x.P~)Q)(~x.P,)Q. 
Note that the renaming of the bound variable in the P4-rule is achieved through the 
application (Ay.P)z. It is easy to see that by using the above rules we can always 
reduce (Ax.E)Q to a h-expression that is a-congruent to {Q/x 1 E, provided that no list 
structure occurs in E. (The choice of the bound variables may be different.) For lists we 
can obtain componentwise substitution by adding the following rule: 
(P6) (AGE,, . . . . E,])Q+[(%x.E,)Q, . . . . (Ax.E,)Q] for n>O. 
Observe the similarity between this rule and the defining property of the construction 
combinator in FP, which can be formulated in our system as 
(CE,, . . ..E.I)Q~C(E,)Q,...,(E,)Ql. 
So, if we distribute the abstraction prefix of a list among its members then we can 
replace p6 by the above rule. In other words, we can use the following two gamma 
rules instead of p6. 
(Yl) (CE,, . ..> E,I)Q~C(E,)Q,...,(E,)Ql for n30, 
(~2) lx.[E,, . . . . E,]+[/lx.E1, . . . . Ax.E,] for n30. 
Now, the effect of these gamma rules may go well beyond a two-step decomposition of 
the p6-rule, since they are also applicable by themselves. In particular, the yl-rule 
attributes an interesting applicative property to every list. So, the question is whether 
we went too far by replacing a special case, namely the P6-rule, by the more general 
y-rules. Fortunately, the answer is no, since these y-rules are fully consistent with the 
p-rules. This follows from the fact that the combined system still has the 
Church-Rosser property, which is the main result of this paper. 
The usual “encoding” of list structures in the standard h-notation does not satisfy 
the applicative property expressed by the y-rules. Namely, a list of h-expressions 
[E 1, . . . , E,] is usually encoded as 
Az.((z) E,). . Az.((z) E,)nil, 
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where z is any variable that is not free in Ei (1 < i < n) and nil is a constant representing 




clearly different from the encoded version of 
C(EI)Q> . ...(-CdQI. 
It is conceivable that one can come up with an encoding scheme for arbitrary list 
structures that satisfies both yl and ~2, but we do not believe so. We feel that the 
gamma-rules are indeed independent of the classical theory of P-reduction. 
Lists are treated as primitive constructs in most functional languages. Our list- 
oriented extension of the lambda-calculus seems quite natural as a meta-language for 
dealing with such languages, and it can also be useful for their implementation. In 
particular, the list manipulating power of our calculus makes it easy to represent a list 
of variables by a single one just as it is done in vector algebra. 
Consider, for example, a set of simultaneous recursion equations 
where ei are arbitrary A-expressions containing free occurrences of fj with 
i,j~ (1, . , II}. We can obtain the solution of these equations by a single application of 
the Y combinator. First we introduce a new variable F to represent the n-tuple 
F=Cf1, . . ..hl. 
Hence,fj =(pj)F, where pj denotes thejth projection function. (Note that the functions 
fj need not be of the same type!) Substitute (pj)F for the free occurrences of fj 
(1 < j < n) in each ei (1 < i < n), and denote the resulting expressions by Ei. Thus, we get 
a single equation 
F=[E1,...,E,] 
in place of the original ones. This is equivalent to 
F=(%F.[E,, . ..) E,])F, 
whose solution can be written as 
F=(Y)AF.[E,, . ..) E,]. 
Now, in order to prove that this is correct, we apply our reduction rules. By the 
definition of the Y combinator, the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to 
(E.F.[E1, . ., E,])(Y)AF.[E,, . ..,E,]. 
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This reduces to 
([AF.E1, . ..) AF.E,])(Y)AF.[E1, . ..) E,] 
by ~2, and then to 
[(AF.E,)(Y)AF.[E,, . ..) E,], . ..) (AF.E,)(Y)E,F.[E,, . ..) E,]] 
by yl. But this is obviously equal to [E,, . . . . E,] whenever F satisfies the equation 
F=(Y)/iF.[E,, . . . . E,], 
and this completes the proof. 
Hence, the value of any A-expression M with respect to the given recursive 
definitions can be computed as 
(iF.M’)(Y)/ZF.[E,, . . . . E,], 
where M’ is obtained from M by the substitutions 
M’=(...(;lf, . . . . Af,.M)(pl)F)...)(p,)F. 
The applicative property of lists expressed by the yl rule represents parallel 
application and it may be implemented as such. Indeed, the result of an application of 
the form ( [fi, . ..,jJ)x is computed componentwise and the components may be 
computed in any order as well as in parallel. 
4. Proof of the Church-Rosser theorem 
In this section we assume that beta-reduction is defined by a single p-rule 
0% (~WQ+{Qlx)~, 
where substitution is defined by Definition 2.2. For any notion of reduction Q defined 
on /i, it is easy to see that Ma,N implies { M/X},+-,{N/x}L for all LEA and 
variable x. On the other hand, MapN does not always imply {L/x} M*,{L/x} N for 
arbitrary LEA. 
Definition 4.1. A binary relation -+ on n is substitutive iff M-+N implies 
{L/x} M+{ L/x} N for all M, N, LEA and variable x. 
If a notion of reduction Q is substitutive then so are +e and ae. It is easy to see that 
both yl and 72 are substitutive. For P-reduction this is not immediate but follows 
from the following so called substitution lemma. 
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Lemma 4.2. For any variables x and y and for all P, Q, NE/~ we have 
(4 (Nlx}{QIx}P=(INlx}QIx}P, 
(b) if x is not free in P or y is not free in N then 
{N/~J(QIYJP-{(N/~)Q/Y){N/~~P, 
(c) if x occurs free in P and y occurs free in N then 
~N/~~~Q/Y~P~~~N/~~Q/~~~N/~J~~/Y~P~ 
Proof. By induction on the structure of P using Definition 2.2. (It is a straightforward 
generalization of the classical proof, so the details are left to the reader.) 0 
Lemma 4.3. The notion of (p v yl)-reduction is substitutive. 
Proof. Let L, M, NE/~ and (M, N)~Buyl. 
Case Z:M=(;ly.P)Q and N={Q/y}P. Then 
{L/x}M~({L/x}~y.P){L/x)Q and (L/x>N={L/x}{Q/y}P. 
Subcase 1 .I: x = y. Then ( L/x} M = (Ax.P) { ,5/x} Q and the result follows from part 
(a) of Lemma 4.2. 
Subcase 1.2: x is not free in P or y is not free in L. Then {L/x} M = 
(~~4Llx1P){LlxJQ h w ose contracturn is ( {L/x} Q/y) {L/x} P, and the result follows 
from part (b) of Lemma 4.2. 
Subcase 1.3: x occurs free in P and y occurs free in L. Then { LJx} M = 
(AZ.{ L/x) {z/y ) P) {L/x > Q +B { {L/x > Q/z 1 {L/x > {z/y} P, and the result follows from 
part (c) of Lemma 4.2. 
Case 2: M=([E,, . . . . E,])Q and Nr[(E,)Q, . . ..(E.)Q]. Then the result follows 
directly from Definition 2.2 and yl which completes the proof. 0 
Now, in order to prove that j3 uy is Church-Rosser, we first consider l3u yl and 
then we treat y2 separately. The key to the proof is the introduction of a new binary 
relation on A which represents an intermediary relation between +BvY1 and =qvyl. 
Definition 4.4. Define a binary relation + on A inductively as follows: 
(0) M *M, 
(1) If M 2-M’ then ix.M >-IE,x.M’, 
(2) If M +M’ and N +N’ then (M)N *(M’)N’, 
(3) If E, +E;, . . . . E, *E; then [E,, . . . . E,] 2-[E;, . . . . EL], 
(4) If El +E;, . . . , E, *EL and Q +Q’ then 
(CE 1, . . ..E.l)Q *C(E;)Q’, .,.,(WQ’l, 
(5) If P +P’ and Q +Q’ then (Ax.P)Q +{ Q’/x)P’. 
Note that ** is the same as =qrvyl because +Bvyl c +G >pvYl. 
Lemma 4.5. If M + M’ and N t-N’ then { N/x} M >-{ N’/x} M’for any variable x. 
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Proof. We use induction on the definition of M + M’. If M’ = M then the assertion is 
trivial. If M +M’ is an immediate consequence of (1) (2), (3), or (4) then the assertion 
follows easily from Definition 2.2 and from the induction hypothesis. 
Thus, we have to consider only the case when M =( %y.P)Q, M’ = { Q’/yj P’, and 
M +M’ is an immediate consequence of P +P’, Q >Q’. Then we have to show 
that {N/x}(iy.P)Q +{N’/x){Q’/y}P’ holds. 
Case A: x=y. Then {N/x}(~x.P)Q=(Ax.P){N/x}Q +{(N’/x}Q’/x}P’- 
{N’/x} (Q’/x}P’ by the induction hypothesis and part (a) of Lemma 4.2. 
Case B: y is not free in N or x is not free in P. Then { N/x}(Ay.P)Q- 
(~Y.{N/~)P){N/~)Q + { ( N’/x} Q’/y } { N’/x} P’ = { N’/x > { Q’/y } P by the induction 
hypothesis and part (b) of Lemma 4.2. 
Case C: y occurs free in N and x occurs free in P. Then {N/x}(/~~.P)Q= 
(~z.(Nlx}izly)P)(Nlx}Q >-~~N’lx~Q’/z~~N’lx}(zl~~P’~~N’lx}(Q’l~~P’ by 
the induction hypothesis and part (c) of Lemma 4.2, and this completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 4.6. q u yl satisjes the diamond property. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.12 it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes: 
Assume that T-U and T+auyl V for some h-expressions T, U, and V. Then, we 
shall prove the existence of some W such that I/>-= W and U=>b,,l W. We use 
induction on the definition of T +U. For T- U the assertion is trivial. 
Case I: T + U is 2x.M +Ax.M and it is a direct consequence of M + M’. Then 
T-tgvYl V has the form I.x.M--+~,,,~x.M” with M+BUVIM”. Then by the induction 
hypothesis there is some M* such that M” -=M* and M’=quvlM*. Take 
W= Lx.M*. 
Case 2: T % U is (M)N +(M’)N’ and it is a direct consequence of M >M’ 
and N >N’. 
Subcase 2.1: The redex contracted in T+,juYI V is either in M or in N. Then the 
assertion follows easily from the induction hypothesis. 
Subcase 2.2: (M)N is a P-redex, i.e. M z Ay.P, and T+B”~,~ V is its contraction. 
Then M’ = %y.P’ with P X-P’, and by Lemma 4.5 we have {N/y} P >-{ N’/y} P’. At 
the same time (1y.P’) N’=qVYl (N’/y } P’. Take W- (N’/y ) P’. 
Subcase 2.3: (M)N is a yl-redex, i.e. M = [El, , E,] and T-+Buyl V is its contrac- 
tion. Then V-[(E,)N, . . . . (E,)N] and M’= [E;, . . . . EL] with El >-E;, . . . . E, +Eb. 
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Hence, by the induction hypothesis we have (Ei)N +(Ei)N’ for i= 1, . . ..n. Take 
IV=[(E\)N’, . . ..(Eh)N’]. 
Case 3: T+U is [El,..., E,] + [E;, .., Eb] as a direct consequence of 
El >E;,..., E, *-EA. Then T+guYl V is [E,, . . . . EL, . . . . E,,]+puB1 [E,, . . . . E;‘, . . . . 
E,] with Ei~g”;,l EI’. By the induction hypothesis there is some ET such 
that Ei’>-=ET and EiJa”,,ET. Take W=[E\, . . . . ET, . . . . EL]. 
Case 4: T%U is ([E,,..., E,])Q +[(E;)Q’, . . . . (EA)Q’] with El +E;, . . . . 
E, *EL and Q +Q’. 
Subcase 4.1: The redex contracted in T > Vis either in Ei for some i or in Q. Then 
either V-([E,, . . . . Ei’, . . . . E,])Q or V-([E,, . . . . E,])Q” and the result follows easily 
from the induction hypothesis and clause (4) of Definition 4.4. 
Subcase 4.2: T&V is ([E, ,..., E,])Q+[(E1)Q, . . . . (EJQ]. Take W= 
C(E;)Q’, . . ..(C.)Q’l. 
Case 5: T+U is (/lx.P)Q +{Q’/x}P’ with P +P’ and Q >Q’. 
Subcase 5.1: The redex contracted in T-+ I1u’il V is either in P or in Q. Then either 
V=(Ax.P”)Q or V-(/lx.P)Q”. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there is some P* 
or Q* such that P’ +P* and P” +P* or that Q’%P* and Q” +P*. Take 
W-{Q’/x}P* or W={Q*/xjP’ and use Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5. 
Subcase 5.2: I/= {Q/x} P. Take W- { Q’/x} P’, and this completes the proof. 0 
Let us consider now the y2-rule. By using Lemma 2.12, it is easy to show that 
aYz commutes with itself. We leave this proof as an exercise for the reader. Again we 
use an intermediary relation. 
Definition 4.7. Define a binary relation H on /1 inductively as follows: 
(0) MHM, 
(1) If I~x.E,HE;, . . . . Ax.E,,++Ei then Ax.[E,, . . . . E,]++[E;, . . . . Eh], 
(2) If EIbE;, . . . . E,++E: then [E,, . . . . E,]t+[E;, . . . . EL], 
(3) If M-M’ and N++N’ then (M)N++(M’)N’, 
(4) If MHM’ then ~xJ4~~x.M’. 
Note that I--+* is the same as *yz because +y2 G H c aY2. 
Lemma 4.8. If MHM’ and NHN’ then (Njx}M++{ N’/x)M’for any variable x. 
Proof. By a simple induction on the definition of H. 0 
Lemma 4.9. ay2 commutes with =quYl. 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.12 it suffices to show that the following diagram commutes: 
Assume that THU and T-BUY, V for some h-expressions T, U, and V. Then, we 
shall prove the existence of some W such that Vt-+= W and U*BvYl W. We use 
induction on the definition of THU. For T- U the assertion is trivial. 
Case I: T-U is /Zx.[E,, . . . . E,]t+[E;, . . . . Eh] and it is a direct consequence of 
rIx.E1wE;, . . . . Ax.E,,++Eb. Then T+gvY1 Vhas the form Ax.[E,, . . . . EL, . . . . E,] +Buyl 
Ax.[E1, . . . . Ei’, . . . . E,], with Ei+burlE:‘. Hence, ~x.Ei-rS”,l~x.EI’ and by the induc- 
tion hypothesis there is some ET such that %x.E;‘w= ET and Ei=p,I,lET. Take W= 
[E; ,..., ET ,..., E;]. 
Case 2: THU is [E,,...,E,]w[E\, . . . . EL] as a direct consequence of 
E,t-+E;,..., E,t-+Ei. Then T+guvl Vis [El, ...) Ei, . . . . E,] +puYIIE1, . . . . E;‘, . . . . E,] 
with Ei +BuYl E;‘. By the induction hypothesis there is some ET such that E~‘H= ET 
and Ei=qurlET. Take W= [E;, . . . . ET, . . . . EL]. 
Case 3: T-U is (M)N-(M’)N’ as a direct consequence of MHM’ and N-N’. 
Subcase 3.1: The redex contracted in T+gurl V is either in M or in N. Then the 
assertion follows easily from the induction hypothesis. 
Subcase 3.2: (M)N is a P-redex, i.e. M =Ly.P, and T+Bvyl V is its contraction. 
Subcase 3.2.1: M’-iy.P’ with P-P’. Then by Lemma 4.8 we have {N/y)Pw 
{ N’/y} P’. At the same time (/Zy.P’)N’quyl (N’/y} P’. Take WE { N’/y}P’. 
Subcase 3.2.2: P-[E1 ,..., E,] and M’=[E; ,..., EL] with Ay.E,++E; ,..., 
Ily.E,~Eh.Then V=[(N/y}E,,...,{N/y}E,], and by the induction hypothesis there 
are some ET,...,E,* such that {N/~}E,H=E~,...,{N/~}E,I+=E,* and 
(E;)N’=qu7,ET, . . . . (E~)N’=pur,E~. Take W=[ET, . . . . EC]. 
Subcase 3.3: (M) N is a yl-redex, i.e. ME [E 1, . . , E,] and T-+gurl V is its contrac- 
tion. Then V=[(E,)N, . . . . (E,)N] and M’=[E; ,..., Eh] with E,wE;, . . . . E,t-+Eb. 
Take W=[(E;)N’,...,(Ek)N’]. 
Case 4: TH U is ~x.Mt-+Lx.M as a direct consequence of MHM. Then V=ix.M” 
with M +Bv71M”. By the induction hypothesis there is some M* such that 
MI’++= M* and M’=qu7, M*. Take W-Ax.M*, and this completes the proof. 0 
Remark. As can be seen from Subcase 3.2.2 of the above proof, +y2 does not commute 
with =>p alone. Namely, we have (Ax.[E,, . . . . E,])N +,,2([A~.E1, . . . . Ax.E,])N 
and (I~x.[E,,...,E,])N-+p[{N/x}El,...,{N/~}E,]. So, in order to find a common 
reduct, first we have to apply the yl-rule to obtain ([l,x.E,, . . . . Ax.E,])N -+yl 
[(Ax.E,)N, . . . . (I.x.E,)N], which indeed P-reduces to [ (N/xjE,, . . . . { N/x}E,]. 
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Theorem 4.10. The relation *~v71uy2 satisjes the diamond property. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.9 via Lemma 2.11. 0 
This result can be easily extended to include q-reduction. The trick is to combine 
the q-rule with ~2. For that purpose we can modify Definition 4.7 by adding one more 
clause, namely 
(5) If x is not free in M and MHM’ then Ax.(M)xwM’. 
For this new H relation we have +y2vV E H s =>y2vrl and the proofs of Lemmas 4.8 
and 4.9 can be easily extended to this case. It is also easy to show that =z-~ satisfies the 
diamond property and thus, we get the following result. 
Theorem 4.11. The relation =z-~u71uy2u~ satisfies the diamond property. 
Finally, we note that the system consisting of the rules l31 through l36 is a so called 
“compatible refinement” of the substitution-based p-rule. Hence, the system consist- 
ing of l31 through fl5 plus yl u y2 u q also satisfies the diamond property since l36 is 
redundant in this case. 
5. Further extensions 
A computation oriented extension of the h-calculus is normally obtained by adding 
certain constants to the language and by introducing new reduction rules to define 
their applicative properties. Such rules were used originally by Church, who called 
them S-rules. 
Here we shall extend our (puy)-calculus in a similar fashion. First, we add the 
following syntax rules to the definition of/i given in Section 2. 
(constant) : := (combinator) 1 (operator) 1 (number), 
(combinator) ::= true 1 false / Y, 
(operator) ::= (arithmetic operator) ( (relational operator) 
1 (predicate) I (boolean operator) I (list operator), 
(arithmetic operator) ::= succ I pred I + I - I x I /, 
(relational operator) : := < I d I = I 2 I > I #, 
(predicate) ::= zero j null, 
(boolean operator) ::= and I or I not, 
(list operator) ::= (integer) I head I tail I cons. 
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Next, we specify the S-rules. For the combinators we have 
((true)A)B+A, ((false)A)B+B, (W+(JY(W. 
Numbers, i.e. numeric constants, are represented in decimal notation while the 
usual arithmetic operations will be Curried. So, for instance, we shall have S-rules like 
(( +)m)n+k iff m and II are numbers and k=m+n. 
Similar &rules are given for the relational operators, say, 
(( < )m)n+ true iff m and n are numbers and m < n holds. 
(( <)m)n-+false iff m and n are numbers and m>n holds. 
Predicates and boolean operators are treated in the same way, namely by using 
&rules like 
(zero)O-+true (zero) k -false iff k is a number and k # 0, 
(null) [] + true (null)[E,, . . ..E.]+false for n3 1, 
((and) true) true + true ((and)true)false-+false, 
((and)false)true-+false ((and)false)false+false, 
and so on . . . 
Note that we do not distinguish between the truth values and the combinators, true 
and false. Integers will also have an extra interpretation as selector (projection) 
functions. Namely, we have the following &rules: 
(l)CE,, . ..>E”l-+EI if n31, 
(k)CE,,..., CJ-+(W4k)C&, . . ..&I if k>,2, n> 1. 
The three basic list operators are defined by the S-rules, 
(head) Cl + Cl, (head)CE,,E,,...,E,l~E,, 
W)Cl+Cl~ (tail)CE,,E,,...,E,l~CE,,...,E,l, 
WW)Cl -[Al, ((cons)A)CE,,...,E,l~CA,E,, . . ..E.l. 
We claim that this extended calculus is still confluent, namely we have the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. The relation -bvYva satisjes the diamond property. 
The proof of this proposition is not as difficult as it is tedious. Lemma 2.12 can be used 
repeatedly to show that as commutes with itself and also with each of the relations 
=Q, =Q, and *y2. Then the result follows by Lemmas 2.13 and 2.11. We leave the 
details to the reader. 
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It is easy to write programs in our extended h-notation, which is, in fact, a higher- 
order functional language. Take for example the computation of a given permutation 
of a finite list. Let E be an n-tuple and iI,. . , i, be a permutation of the integers 
{ 1,2, . . . , n}. Then the corresponding permutation of E is obtained as the result of the 
application ([iI, . . ..i.])E. 
For another example, consider the definition of the so called map, i.e. apply to all 
function: 
((map)F)E =if(null)E then [] else((cons)(F)(head)E)((mup)F)(tail)E, 
where the “ifC then A else B” construct is just a syntactic sugar for ((C)A)& The 
solution of this recursion equation can be obtained as usual; namely, 
mup=(Y)I.M.~J.k!?.(((null)E)[])(( cons)(F)(head)E)((M)F)(tail)E. 
Now, we can map a list of functions to a list of arguments simply by using 
[fi, . . ..fn] for F. It is easy to see that our y-rules will take care of the proper 
distribution of these functions. 
Of course, we can also define a higher-order function map directly as a combinator, 
but we cannot just replace it by a reduction rule like 
(F)CE,, . . ..E.I+C(FW,, . . ..(F)-C.I 
because that would kill the diamond property. This rule is clearly inconsistent with 
the definition of head or tail, etc., which again underscores the delicacy of our y-rules. 
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